
LETTER I 
The Magician, Arcanum of  Mysticism 

Le Bateleur 

Study guide by Carl McColman 

With the very first of  his 22 letters, our “Unknown Friend from beyond the grave” immediately 
throws us off  our game. Most Tarot books — and new, unshuffled Tarot decks — begin with the 
Fool. But we will not meditate on the Fool until we arrive at the twenty-first, or next to last, letter. 
Since the Fool either has no number or is numbered “0” depending on the deck, this means that all 
but the last two of  these meditations/letters will be numbered just like the cards. Letter 1 
corresponds to Arcanum 1: the Magician, known in French as Le Bateleur — an unusual word that 
means “juggler” or “street performer.” This meditation does not ask us to envision a magician in the 
Gandalf  or Dumbledore sense (although that archetype shows up before too long). The Magician of  
the first Arcanum, who initiates us into our journey through the Tarot, brings more of  a spirit of  
play into our meditation. This is important. 

“Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of  
heaven,” remarks Jesus in the Gospel of  Matthew. Let’s try to see this not as a warning, but as an 
invitation: a clue to the price of  admission. We who seek the heavenly life are invited to approach it 
not with the gravitas of  an adult, but with the playful abandon of  a child. As Einstein is supposed to 
have said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.” Not that knowledge doesn’t matter. 
Just, imagination matters more. 

It’s so easy to get caught up in the idea that the Tarot is a divination tool. In 21st century America, 
that’s how most of  us “meet” the cards. We associate them with psychics at new age bookstores, or 
with Gypsies as represented in old movies. The cards seem unsavory, maybe even dangerous: a 
whiff  of  sulfur about them (as I write this, I’m aware that traditional stereotypes about the Roma 
people are racist, and I do not mean to excuse this — I’m just pointing out a common viewpoint 
among many Americans). 

If  we can step outside our American middle-class narcissism for a few moments, we might 
remember that Tarocchi — from which the Tarot cards comes — is a game, along the same lines as 
Poker or Pinochle. Centuries before anyone said, “Hey, these cards remind me of  esoteric wisdom 
from ancient Egypt!” Tarocchi was played, first in Italy, and then in other parts of  Europe, and is still 
enjoyed as a game today. 

This detail matters. While certainly the author does approach the Tarot from an esoteric/Hermetic 
perspective, he does acknowledge later in the book that the cards have a simple function as a game 
deck. The moral, for us, goes back to Matthew 18: as we read this book, let’s try to be playful like 
children, not sour-faced like too many “spiritual seekers” often can be. Jesus invites us, well, not to 
take ourselves too seriously. 

In this first letter, we meet our author, and get a taste of  his method. He will introduce, in fairly 
rapid succession, terminology that he uses and defines in specific ways, such as “Secret,” “Arcanum,” 
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“Mystery,” “Initiation” and so forth. He invites us to meditate on the imagery of  the Tarot card in 
question — something he does in all 22 letters. Sometimes he gets fixated on tiny details, other times 
he simply uses the image as a starting-point to wherever his rumination might take him. 

Meditation, here and throughout this book, is used in a classical Christian sense: as a process of  
inner reflection, pondering, wondering, ruminating, on whatever image or topic is being considered. 
If  you are familiar with the Rosary, it includes four sets of  five “Mysteries” — significant events 
from the life of  Christ and/or Mary — and the person praying the Rosary is invited to meditate on 
these Mysteries, while repetitively reciting the prayers assigned to the various beads: 1 our Father, 10 
Hail Maries, 1 Glory Be, and so forth. This is not meditation in a Zen or Transcendental Meditation 
or Mindfulness sense. In the Christian tradition, what comes closest is the Spiritual Exercises of  St. 
Ignatius, where you are invited to prayerfully encounter Jesus through the use of  your imagination 
— allowing the imagination free rein so that Christ might interact with you in an unplanned, 
unscripted way (ask your neighborhood Jesuit if  you can trust this kind of  prayer, and he will likely 
tell you that if  God is everywhere, then naturally God is in your imagination too!). 

I invite you to approach Meditations on the Tarot as a series of  exercises for your contemplative 
imagination. The author of  this book was a devout Roman Catholic Christian, so you’ll get plenty of  
Catholic thinking in the book — depending on your faith perspective, you might that comforting or 
in its own way challenging. But then the author pairs his Christianity with another, more esoteric, 
tradition he calls “Christian Hermeticism” — and if  you’re not familiar with that, trust me, you are 
not alone. 

What is Christian Hermeticism? As you read this book, you will find the author quoting sources that 
come from the worlds of  alchemy, astrology, ceremonial magic, the Kabbalah — esoteric systems of  
philosophical spirituality that many Christians or secularists in our world today will be unfamiliar 
with. Many people might harbor an unconscious bias against this kind of  spirituality, lumping it 
together with occultism, witchcraft, black magic, or other “forbidden” things. I invite you to 
consider that your knowledge (or lack thereof) of  these Hermetic spiritualities may reveal to you as 
much about yourself  as about these mysterious topics. 

Now, some good news: you do not need to be well-grounded in esoteric philosophy to have a 
meaningful relationship  with this book! Meditations on the Tarot is like the writings of  Ken Wilber or 
John Moriarty (or, for that matter, the fiction of  J.R.R. Tolkien or James Joyce) — the author draws 
from so many different sources that, realistically, most readers are simply going to miss many of  the 
allusions. But Tolkien is a great example here: if  you know Norse and Celtic paganism, not to 
mention the ancient languages of  those people, your experience reading The Lord of  the Rings will be 
immeasurably richer for it. But if  you don’t have that knowledge base, you can still enjoy this 
masterpiece of  twentieth-century fiction. 

Meditations on the Tarot works in much the same way. Granted, this book has many treasures for those 
who knowledge is grounded in esoteric philosophical systems like Theosophy, Anthroposophy, 
Rosicrucianism, the Kabbalah, and so forth — not to mention both Orthodox and Catholic 
theology and mysticism, along with the culture of  Christian monasticism — but realistically, how 
many of  us have the time to build that kind of  knowledge? We don’t! So give yourself  permission 
simply not to understand all the allusions and references that this unknown author will toss at you. 
It’s okay. Persevere in reading the book, and you will get plenty of  jewels of  wisdom and insight. 
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Remember, this is a work of  the contemplative imagination. Allow your imagination to play when 
you read this book… Become like little children. 

And what is “Christian Hermeticism”? It represents a Christian expression of  the spiritual 
philosophy that has its roots in the wisdom of  Mediterranean paganism, especially mystery religions 
of  Greece and Egypt. Hermes Trismegistus, an apocryphal figure who is said to be the source of  
Hermeticism, is named for the Greek God Hermes (equivalent to the Roman Mercery), the god of  
magic, communication, dreams, travel, and eloquence. He is regarded as equivalent to the Egyptian 
god Thoth, who escorted the souls of  the deceased on their underworld journey. Hermes represents 
secret (arcane) wisdom, the unconscious, the language of  symbols and archetypes, and the human 
capacity to attain higher or altered states of  consciousness. Hermeticism is a loose “school” of  
philosophy that began in the early centuries of  the Christian era, with ties to Greek philosophy but 
eventually drawing the attention of  at least some Christians as well. Because it is, strictly speaking, a 
pagan tradition, it always existed on the margins within Christianity.  

By the time of  the Renaissance, Hermeticism remained part of  the Christian cultural landscape, but 
still something of  an “alternative” or esoteric tradition. Eventually it became assocated with other 
types of  hidden or controversial practices, including astrology, alchemy and magic. Because these 
practices were not always welcomed in Christian settings, they developed their own cultural 
trajectories — for example, ceremonial magic included a tradition of  conjuring demonic spirits, 
hardly the kind of  thing your local parish priest was going to endorse! (on the other hand, you’d be 
surprised at how many “magicians” were Christian clerics). When the author of  Meditations on the 
Tarot speaks of  “Christian Hermeticism,” he is insisting that the worldview and practices associated 
with these hidden philosophies can be meaningfully integrated into the world of  Christian 
mysticism, contemplation and spirituality. Not everyone would agree with him, of  course. 

Beginning with Saint Paul in Athens, Christianity has almost 2000 years worth of  engagement with 
non-Christian beliefs and perspectives. Granted, many Christians who expressed an interest in non-
Christian wisdom were motivated by a desire to proselytize, but that has not been the only reason 
for such engagement. Especially in our time, we see more interest in interfaith understanding and 
interaction for its own sake. A statement on “Dialogue and Proclamation” from the Pontifical 
Council for Inter-Religious Dialogue gives insight into how this kind of  positive interaction matters 
today. “While keeping their identity intact, Christians must be prepared to learn and to receive from 
and through others the positive values of  their traditions… Christians must remember that God has 
also manifested himself  in some way to the followers of  other religious traditions.” Yes even 
including Greco-Egyptian paganism, and its esoteric legacy! 

As you read this book, think about the significant conversations that are happening in our time 
between Christians and the adherents of  other faiths. Look at Thomas Merton and Thich Nhat 
Hanh, or the Dalai Lama and Desmond Tutu, or Abhishiktananda (Christian) and Ramana Maharshi 
(Hindu), to name just a few examples. On an institutional level, most churches and ecclesial 
communities invest some energy and resources into interfaith or inter-religious dialogue. And 
increasing numbers of  people, both inside and outside of  religious Christianity are exploring what 
Wayne Teasdale called interspirituality: the integration of  practices from multiple spiritual or faith 
traditions, seeking a meaningful expression of  faith and spirituality for our time, defined as it is by 
the Internet and global travel. Meditations on the Tarot was completed in 1967 — in the ensuing 55 
years, think of  how radically our world has changed! Yet the generosity by which this book fosters 
its own dialogue between orthodox Christianity and pagan spiritual philosophy is, if  anything, more 
relevant than ever. 
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In his book The Secret History of  Hermes Trismegistus, historian Florian Ebeling makes an intriguing 
observation: “Most important to an adorant of  Hermes Trismegistus was not original intellectual 
creation but rather participation in divine, atemporal knowledge.” In other words, Hermeticism, 
more than a philosophy or system of  occult knowledge, is meant primarily to be a school for 
spiritual growth and development. The same can be said, of  course, of  the Kabbalah, or Sufism, or 
most forms of  Buddhism, or, for that matter, mystical and contemplative Christianity. Ebeling goes 
on to note that the “goal of  Hermeticism” was to “ascend to heaven and union with God.” Most 
Christian mystics would heartily endorse such an objective. 

a 
What to Look for in Letter I: 
As you read through Letter I, here are some points that might be helpful for you as you seek to enter 
into the secret, arcane, mysterious world of  Christian Hermeticism. 

1. The author begins by saying the 22 Tarot cards known as the Major Arcana represent neither 
allegories nor secrets, but as arcana they are images we can meditate on — to bear spiritual fruit 
in our lives. 

2. On page 4 the author begins something he will do throughout this book: offer unique and 
perhaps idiosyncratic definitions of  the terms and concepts he writes about. Here, he discusses 
his way of  distinguishing between Secret, Arcanum, Mystery. As you read his words, resist any 
temptation you may have to argue with him; instead, use your imagination and see if  you can 
relate to the distinctions he draws, even if  you might use different language to describe your 
experience. 
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3. On page 5 the author asserts that Christian Hermeticism “initiates no one” — thereby 
distinguishing itself  from religions that perform initiation rites (including Christianity, which 
traditionally understands baptism as initiation). Instead of  initiation, the author suggests 
Christian Hermeticism is primarily a system of  learning — a school for the spiritual imagination, 
perhaps? 

4. He goes on to distinguish Hermeticism from both religion and science. As a philosophy, he 
suggests that the main purpose of  Hermeticism is service. He goes on to say “Hermeticists listen 
to—and now and then hear—the beating of  the heart of  the spiritual life of  humanity.”  

5. He introduces Arcanum I, the Magician, on page 7, summarizing it as symbolizing “the rapport 
of  personal effort and of  spiritual reality.” Compare this to the tension between action and 
contemplation. 

6. Page 8: “Learn at first concentration without effort; transform work into play; make every yoke 
that you have accepted easy and every burden that you carry light!” He says this is “serious” even 
though the heart of  this statement involves play.  

7. To illustrate Concentration without Effort, he quotes from the beginning of  The Yoga Sutras of  
Patanjali. Compare the quote on page 8 to this different translation of  the same text (by Alistair 
Shearer): “Yoga is the settling of  the mind into silence.” Compare this to practices such as the 
Jesus Prayer or Centering Prayer. Don’t they, likewise, involve the settling of  the mind (and 
heart) into silence? 

8. Page 10: “it is a matter of  transposing the center of  directing consciousness from the head to 
the chest” — this echoes the theology of  the Jesus Prayer, which is described as a practice of  
“placing the mind into the heart.” The implication is that the rhythm of  the heart more readily 
invites us into silence than does the endless monkey-chatter of  the mind. 

9. Page 11: “For silence is the sign of  real contact with the spiritual world and this contact, in turn, 
always engenders the influx of  forces. This is the foundation of  all mysticism, all gnosis, all magic 
and all practical esotericism in general” (Don’t worry if  you can’t define all these words, we will 
meet them again). 

10. The author describes “being one with the spiritual world” as “having a zone of  silence in the 
soul.” 

11. Beginning on page 12 the author pivots to a more theoretical discussion of  the meaning of  this 
Arcanum. He meditates on the number 1 as representing unity, and the meaning of  this 
Arcanum as involving a spiritual method of  analogy. He quotes from an ancient document, the 
Emerald Table (Tablet) of  Hermes Trismegistus, to illustrate how analogy functions in the 
spiritual life. 

12. The author gives more idiosyncratic definitions: of  mythology, typology, archetype, and 
prototype. He explores these topics at length, over several pages. Again, try to imagine how 
these ideas can be related to your own life experience, rather than getting caught up on whether 
you agree with the author’s definitions (in other words, I’m asking you to practice “the method 
of  analogy” for your own spiritual practice). 
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13. On page 20, the author says that the Magician represents the person “who has attained harmony 
and equilibrium between the spontaneity of  the unconscious… and the deliberate action of  the 
conscious.” Compare this to Thomas Keating’s idea that Centering Prayer facilitates “the healing 
of  the unconscious.” 

14. Finally, the author warns that a counterfeit or “false” expression of  the Magician is the charlatan 
— suggesting that concentration without effort and transforming work into play nevertheless 
depend on sustained discipline and effort — similar to how a jazz musician who effortlessly 
improvises can only do so after years of  study and practice. Attempting to manifest play and 
relaxation, without the required discipline, results in charlatanry rather than magical skill. Notice 
that this theme of  the counterfeit will recur in many of  the letters, implying the importance of  
discernment in the spiritual life. 

A final note: Unless you are particularly interested in textual criticism, you can ignore the appendix 
to this letter (pages 21-26), although familiarizing yourself  with the Emerald Table (or Tablet), on 
pages 22-23, is not a bad idea. The author goes to pains to argue that the Emerald Tablet, 
traditionally attributed to “Hermes Trismegistus,” probably does date back to the early centuries of  
the Christian era. He’s arguing against a scholarly opinion that this particular text can only be reliably 
dated to the middle ages. For our purposes, it matters little how old the Emerald Table really is. It’s a 
respected text within Hermeticism, and no one is going to regard this text as having any kind of  
supernatural authority — it is simply a document of  the kind of  wisdom and philosophy that has 
shaped the esoteric school of  wisdom called Hermeticism. Whether that document is 800 years old or 
1800 ultimately matters very little — unless, of  course, you are interested in that sort of  thing.  

Questions for personal reflection (and, if  you wish, 
communal discussion on our Course Forums): 

1. The author describes the Magician as representing concentration without effort, work 
turned into play, the yoke that is easy and the burden that is light. Where does grace fit in 
to this? 

2. Why do you think the author links rhythm to eternity? (see page 10). How can rhythm 
help us to access eternity? How can rhythm be a clue to the dynamics of  the spiritual 
life? 

3. Centering Prayer promises to help create harmony between the conscious and 
unconscious. What other practices are you aware of  that offer a similar calibration of  
mind and heart? 

4. Practice the spiritual exercise of  “drinking silence” — an imaginative exercise you can 
use in conjunction with more silence-focussed practices like Centering Prayer. Do this 
like a scientist performing an experiment. Does this exercise help you to move more 
deeply in silence? Whether it does or does not, seek to be aware of  the silence you 
encounter when you pray. 
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